Toward VANET Utopia: A New Privacy Preserving Trustworthiness Management Scheme for VANET
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Abstract—In vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), vehicles are connected in a self-organized manner to collect and share various traffic data about the road condition, accidents, traffic congestions, and other related events. This data can be used to improve the driving quality, however VANET vehicles may receive unreliable data broadcasted by malicious vehicles which may result in unsafe driving and accidents. Many schemes were proposed to deal with such unreliable data. A reputation-based scheme is one of the most promising in determining reliability of messages in a timely manner. Dealing with the privacy presents another challenge in VANET, as malicious vehicles must be detected and their reputation is assigned and updated while preserving their privacy. The system must be able to identify the malicious responses by continuously sending evaluation messages.

To address these issues, this paper presents a novel reputation-based message evaluation scheme which guarantees the reliability of the messages as well as the privacy of vehicles. The paper presents some analyses results on the robustness of the scheme against plausible attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION

A vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) illustrates the spontaneous creation of a wireless network of vehicles [1], [2]. VANET is created by connecting roadside units and vehicles embedded on-board modules in a self-organized manner [3], [4]. VANET vehicles collect and broadcast various data and information during their operation. This data include, but are not limited to, the road condition, traffic jams, accidents, abnormal weather condition, and other related events [5]. The so called traffic information provided by VANET can be used for the convenience of drivers [6]. In recent years, VANET has attracted significant attention due to the emergence of self-driving vehicles which can collect the traffic information from VANETs to determine the driving condition ahead [7].

Reliability of traffic information is one of the most important issues in VANET and must be guaranteed for the safety of vehicles. Generally, traffic information is considered reliable if it reflects the reality of current states [23]. Unreliable information may lead vehicles to unsafe situations such as hardware malfunction, unintended location, delays in the journey, or even accidents. In recent years, most schemes such as threshold-based [12], network modeling-based [18], and reputation-based approaches were proposed to deal with the reliability problem [19].

The reputation based scheme which utilizes the social networks services (SNSs) to address reliability issue is the most promising solution where vehicles can immediately determine reliability of received data. When a vehicle collects information and broadcasts it to others, it must send the information alongside the vehicles reputation value. Receiving vehicles can determine whether the information is reliable based on the reputation value of the broadcaster. Upon receiving data, the vehicles send evaluation messages about the information they have received. Positive messages on reliability of information result in higher credibility of the sender as it adds to their reputation value of that sender. While ensuring reliability of information, it is critical to preserve the vehicles privacy as part of the VANETs process [8], [9], [10]. The invasion of vehicle privacy, especially location privacy, may place the drivers of vehicles in unpleasant situations [11]. For example, a driver may be led to an unintended location based on advertisements, spams, blackmails, a situation with damaging social reputation, financial loss, and even stalking or physical violence. This privacy problem makes the design of the reputation-based reliability management system more challenging.

Updating reputation value of vehicles anonymously presents the most significant challenge. A vehicles reputation value must be updated to reflect the reliability of messages it is broadcasting. However, it is challenging to determine the broadcaster of traffic information and sent it the issued evaluation value. In addition, an adversary may perform various types of attacks taking advantage of the privacy. For example, the adversary may control its own reputation value by sending many positive evaluation messages. It is also possible that the adversary sends false information without restraint. A privacy preserving reputation management system must be able to deal with these problems. We define the following requirements based on our comprehensive survey.

The most significant problem is how to update reputation value of anonymous vehicles. A vehicle’s reputation value must be updated to reflect its behavior. However, it is hard
to find where traffic information comes from and where an issued evaluation value sends to. In addition, an adversary may perform various kinds of attacks during hiding behind the privacy. For example, the adversary may control its own reputation value by sending many positive evaluation messages. It is also possible that the adversary sends false information without restraint. A privacy preserving reputation management system must be able to deal with these problems, and we define following requirements based on our comprehensive survey.

(a) Privacy preservation: The VANET reputation system must preserve vehicles privacy data such as their identity, locations, and reputation information. It also prevents plausible attacks which is based on anonymity.

(b) Reputation management: A reputation system has to manage reputation value for all vehicles in the system while preserving their privacy. Every vehicle must use a legitimate and verifiable reputation value and the issued evaluation value must be counted to represent validity.

To resolve the privacy issue, Chen et al. proposed a privacy aware reputation scheme for VANETs [24]. This scheme was designed based on the reputation system proposed by Li et al. [23], and can provide anonymity of vehicles and unlink ability of messages broadcasted by the same vehicle. However, this scheme assumed a reputation trusted server to address the reputation update issues, which is considered as very strong assumption in a real world application.

Contributions of this paper. This paper proposes a new cryptographical approach to resolve both the privacy and trustworthiness management problem for VANETs. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

(a) Anonymous communication: To preserve vehicles privacy, we adopt a pseudonym-based communication, where each vehicle uses a randomly generated pseudonym for anonymity. In addition, the approach requires every vehicle in the system to frequently change the pseudonym to achieve higher privacy.

(b) Verifiable reputation value: We design the reputation system to operate by a given timed session. A reputation management server issues the sessions secret, and only a legitimate reputation value can pass the verification process.

(c) Enforcing update: Before starting a new session, a server merges the received evaluation values issued for a pseudonym to create a list and will make vehicles retrieve their evaluation values. Following this, every vehicle will use this evaluation value to update its reputation value by merging the two values. A vehicle that didn’t go through this update process cannot pass the reputation verification process. Our scheme can preserve vehicles privacy from the server without the need for a fully trusted model.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces related work, Section III provides the system model, threats models, and security and privacy goals that are considered in this paper. Section IV provides some important background and Section V will describe the main contribution of the paper which is a new privacy-preserving reputation system. Section VI provides the evaluation for the proposed scheme and Section VII provides the summary and future research directions.

II. RELATED WORK

One of the important issues in VANET applications is checking the reliability of a message sent by another vehicle. To address this problem, several schemes were proposed to evaluate the reliability of VANET broadcasted messages. These schemes can be classified into three major categories of threshold-based models [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], network modeling scheme[18], and reputation-based models [19], [20], [21], [22], [23].

In the threshold-based model, a vehicle considers a message reliable if the number of vehicles that sent a message with the same contents within a set time interval is larger than a given threshold. The most challenging problem in this model is that the vehicle has to wait until sufficient number of messages is received to reach the threshold even in case of an emergency. In other words, a reasonable threshold value has to be set for this process to be effective.

A vehicle in the network modeling scheme maintains a network model of vehicles in VANET and is used to evaluate message reliability. A received message can be considered as valid if it is consistent with and satisfying the network model. However, this scheme can be impractical in that vehicles must maintain a wide knowledge of the network, which may change rapidly.

Many schemes were proposed to provide reliability based on the reputation of the broadcaster. In these schemes, a vehicle sends traffic information with its reputation value, and then other vehicles judge whether the information is valid or not based on the reputation value of the broadcaster. The reputation-based approach is one of the most promising schemes as the receiving vehicles can decide about the reliability of messages solely based on the reputation value of its broadcaster [23]. Dotzer et al. proposed an opinion piggybacking mechanism that uses the receiving vehicles opinion about the reliability of messages [20]. Minhas et al. proposed a reliability evaluation scheme based on the combination of three trust models: role-based, experience-based, and majority-based trust [21]. Schmid et al. proposed a reliability evaluation scheme based on a vehicles behavior [22]. In this scheme, a vehicles behavior such as movement and position in the past and present can be accumulated to determine trustworthiness. Li et al. proposed a reputation-based announcement scheme to evaluate reliability of messages [23]. This scheme accumulates feedbacks from other vehicles at a centralized server and uses them to determine the reliability of a vehicle.

The above schemes cannot prevent privacy infringement of vehicles which is one of the most important issues in VANET. To address this problem, Chen et al. proposed a privacy-aware reputation-based announcement scheme [24]. The scheme presented in [23] provides privacy of a vehicle
using a secure group signature scheme and a secure probabilistic encryption scheme. In this scheme, vehicles use a group signature when they send traffic information, and use the probabilistic encryption to hide the identity while the vehicles communicate with a server that is a fully trusted entity. Generally speaking, a fully trusted entity is impractical as it is difficult to implement it in a real world application.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This section describes the system model, security model, and problem statement.

A. System Model

Fig. 11 illustrates the system model for the system presented on this paper. The system model has four different entities: message broadcasting vehicle, message evaluation vehicle, local reputation server, and reputation management server. In a real application, a vehicle can be a sender as well as a receiver. However, we divide the vehicles into two different categories of a message broadcasting vehicle and a message evaluation vehicle. Since the two vehicles have different roles in our system model, this will help improve the understanding of the proposed scheme.

Message broadcasting vehicle (MBV): In our system model, an MBV has the role of sending various traffic information to other vehicles for driving convenience. This information includes, but is not limited to, traffic congestions, accidents, abnormal weather, road condition, and other related events. The MBV broadcasts to the other vehicles through a roadside unit or an ad-hoc network. Although the information from the MBV is helpful in dealing with an abnormal situation, there might be a problem with the validity of the broadcasted information. To solve this problem we make MBVs to add their reputation record, thus other vehicles can accept or reject the information based on that record.

Message evaluation vehicle (MEV): As a MEV drives on the road, it maintains connections with a RSU or other vehicles to obtain traffic information on its route. The MEV receives traffic information along with the senders reputation record and decides whether to accept or reject the information based on that reputation record. Once a message is accepted, the MEV evaluates the traffic information and sends it to the reputation management server. We call this message an evaluation message. If the evaluation message was valid, the MEV gives it a positive score, otherwise the message receives a negative score.

Reputation management server (RMS): In our system model, a RMS manages the reputations of all of the MBVs. If the system would design a vehicle to merge the evaluation messages and update the reputation record, that vehicle can easily forge the records. To prevent this, we make the RMS manage evaluation messages. The RMS receives evaluation messages from the vehicles and classifies and accumulates the messages for each of the vehicles. Then, the RMS makes timestamp and signature for the other vehicles to confirm the validity of their reputation records.

B. Threat models

For the purpose of this research, we consider every vehicle as a potential adversary. In this research, the adversaries have limited capabilities and can only access the publicly available information. Also, they are limited to a normal on-board unit on a vehicle. For the RMS, we assume an honest-but-curious model that follows the given protocol correctly, but may try to obtain information from the communicated or stored data as much as possible. Based on this condition, we consider the following attacks that can be done by the adversaries.

Attacks on privacy: Generally speaking, VANET systems should consider two types of privacy, the location privacy and the identity privacy. An attacker may have interest in a vehicles location information. In a VANET system, the traffic information should be sent along with the location information for other vehicles to recognize the location where the event has occurred. Thus, an attacker can obtain the location information of the broadcasting vehicle by eavesdropping its messages. If the attacker already has the vehicles identity or can obtain it through other means, the location privacy of the vehicle owner will be seriously invaded. More seriously, the attacker can analyze the vehicles travelling pattern and predict the future location by collecting long term traffic information.

Attacks on reputation message: Generally speaking, VANET systems should consider two types of privacy, the location privacy and the identity privacy. An attacker may have interest in a vehicles location information. In a VANET system, the traffic information should be sent along with the location information for other vehicles to recognize the location where the event has occurred. Thus, an attacker can obtain the location information of the broadcasting vehicle by eavesdropping its messages. If the attacker already has the vehicles identity or can obtain it through other means, the location privacy of the vehicle owner will be seriously invaded. More seriously, the attacker can analyze the vehicles travelling pattern and predict the future location by collecting long term traffic information.

Attacks on evaluation message: After a traffic information is received, a MEV evaluates the information and generates an evaluation message. Since the evaluation message directly affects a vehicles reputation, a malicious user may try to forge that evaluation message. If an attacker broadcasted false traffic information, the attackers evaluation messages do not receive positive evaluation, hence reputation record will be lowered. In such a case, the attacker also can also try to add good evaluation messages multiple times in order to improve its reputation record.

C. Security and Privacy Goals

Based on the system and threat models, we designed a scheme that satisfies the following security and privacy goals.

Anonymity: The proposed scheme should hide the vehicles identity to preserve privacy. Vehicles broadcast traffic information and evaluation messages during operation, thus It must be impossible for an adversary to obtain the identity of the originator of a message even from a set of collected messages.
Security of reputation values: When a vehicle broadcasts traffic information, it must use a legitimate reputation value that is certified by the reputation server. The reputation value must be unforgeable by the vehicle or other adversaries to guarantee the reliability of traffic information.

Robustness against denial of update: An adversary vehicle may try to skip the reputation update process after sending unreliable information. Doing this, the adversary can maintain a good reputation score and keep sending the false information successfully. The reputation system must have robustness against denial of update attack.

Robustness against reply attack: An adversary vehicle may send a positive evaluation message repeatedly with the objective to increase its own reputation value. Also, an adversary may keep sending a negative evaluation message to lower the reputation value of a target vehicle. The reputation system must have robustness against the reply attack.

IV. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce three important preliminaries used in our scheme. We also introduce the notations used in this paper as Table I.

**Definition 1 (DDHP).** The decisional diffie-hellman problem (DDHP) [25] states that, given $g^a$ and $g^b$ for uniformly and independently chosen $a, b \in \mathbb{Z}_q$, the value $g^{ab}$ looks like a random element in $\mathbb{G}$.

This intuitive notion is formally stated by saying that the following two probability distributions are computationally indistinguishable (in the security parameter, $n = \log(q)$):

(a) $(g^a, g^b, g^{ab})$, where $a$ and $b$ are randomly and independently chosen from $\mathbb{Z}_q$.

(b) $(g^a, g^b, g^c)$, where $a, b, c$ are randomly and independently chosen from $\mathbb{Z}_q$.

**Definition 2 (Bilinear map).** A bilinear map is a map $e : \mathbb{G} \times \mathbb{G} \rightarrow \mathbb{G}_T$ with the following properties [26], [27].

(a) Computable: there exists an efficiently computable algorithm for computing $e$,

(b) Bilinear: for all $h_1, h_2 \in \mathbb{G}$ and $a, b \in \mathbb{Z}_p$, $e(h_1^a, h_2^b) = e(h_1, h_2)^{ab}$, and

(c) Nondegenerate: $e(g, g) \neq 1$, where $g$ is a generator of $\mathbb{G}$.

**Definition 3 (DBDH).** The decisional bilinear diffie-hellman (DBDH) problem in groups $(\mathbb{G}, \mathbb{G}_T)$ is, given a tuple $(g, g^a, g^b, g^c, Z) \in \mathbb{G}^4 \times \mathbb{G}_T$ with unknown $a, b, c \in \mathbb{Z}_q$, whether $Z = e(g, g)^{abc}$. A polynomial-time algorithm $B$ has advantage $\epsilon$ in solving the DBDH problem in groups $(\mathbb{G}, \mathbb{G}_T)$.
if \( \left| \Pr[(g, g^a, g^b, g^c, Z = e(g, g)^{abc}) = 1] - \Pr[(g, g^a, g^b, b^c, Z = e(g, g)^{ab}) = 1] \right| \geq \epsilon, \)

where the probability is taken over the random choices of \( a, b, c, d \in \mathbb{Z}_q \), the random choice of \( g \) in \( \mathbb{G} \), and random bits consumed by \( B \).

V. A NEW PRIVACY PRESERVING REPUTATION SYSTEM

The aim of this paper is to design a new reputation with privacy preservation. The proposed scheme must satisfy the security and privacy model as described in Section III. Our scheme consists of the following five procedures: initialization, broadcasting traffic information, generation of evaluation messages, accumulating evaluation messages, and reputation update. Fig. 2 depicts the overall procedure of the proposed scheme.

A. Setup

On a security parameter \( 1^k \), the setup process first determines \((q, \mathbb{G}, \mathbb{GT}, e)\). Next, it chooses \( g \in_R \mathbb{G} \), and three hash functions \( H() : \{0, 1\}^* \rightarrow \mathbb{G} \). The global parameters are \((q, \mathbb{G}, \mathbb{GT}, e, H())\).

Since using the public key cryptosystem for vehicles may cause invasion of privacy, we use a public/private key pair only for RMS. The RMS generates a public/private key pair \((pk, sk)\). It picks \( sk \in_R \mathbb{Z}_q \), and computes \( g^{sk} \). The private key is \( sk \) and the public key is \( pk = g^{sk} \).

Next, the RMS sets a time interval for the session. We assume that the RMS manages reputation value by the session. Every vehicle has to connect with the RMS by RSU or cellular networks and update its own reputation values at the end of the session. Since the proposed scheme focuses on cryptographic approach, we do not consider synchronization of sessions between the RMS and the vehicles. Also, length of a session is a matter of implementation and are not considered it in this paper.

B. Registration

When a vehicle joins our system, it sends a unique ID to the RMS. We assume that every vehicle has a unique ID that is used only for registration purpose. Without this registration stage, a malicious vehicle can make fake IDs to send unreliable messages. For this reason, we permit only one ID per vehicle and to ensure the privacy of vehicles, we use a pseudonym as anonymous ID. A vehicle generates a new pseudonym for each session using a pseudo random number generator. Vehicles must use different pseudonyms for each of their sessions. The different pseudonym is used to break the linkability between a vehicles information in one session to that of another session. Doing this, it will be difficult for an adversary to obtain information on a certain vehicle in another session, even if the adversary succeeded to find the pseudonym in another session. The initialization procedure is as follows.

1) The vehicle generates a temporary key \( t_k \), picks a random number \( \ell \), encrypts it with the public key of RMS \( t_k \cdot pk^{\ell}, g^\ell \).
2) The vehicle sends \( E_k\{\text{UID}, t_k \cdot pk^{\ell}, g^\ell \} \) to RMS as meaning of joining. At this point, \( E_k\{\} \) is a symmetric encryption using key \( k \).
3) If the RMS received these messages, it checks existence and validity of the UID. If passed, the RMS decrypts \( t_k = t_k \cdot pk^{\ell} / g^{sk} \). The RMS generates a default reputation value \( R \) and signature of the reputation \( \sigma_R = e(g^R, H(UID)^{sk})^{ss_i} \), where \( ss_i \in \mathbb{Z}_q \) is session secret of current session, which is generated by the RMS.
4) The RMS sends \( E_k\{R\}, E_k\{H(UID)^{sk}\} \) and \( E_k\{\sigma_R\} \) to the vehicle. Note that every vehicle must perform the initialization procedure when it joins the system. A signature of reputation value has a hashed UID to prevent misuse by adversaries.

Note that the every vehicle must perform the initialization procedure when it joins to the system. A signed reputation value has a hashed UID to prevent misuse by adversaries.

C. Broadcasting Traffic Information

While a MBV drives on the road, it collects different types of information through installed sensors. This traffic information, \( TI \), is transformed into a typical messages in VANET, and broadcasted to its neighboring vehicles. We assume that the RMS manages a session and it issues a session notification value \( ss_i' \) to verify the reputation values. For the \( ss_i' \), the RMS first picks a \( \alpha \), and computes \( ss_i' = ss_i \cdot \alpha \). Then the RMS publish \( \alpha \) and \( g^{ss_i} \) to all vehicles in the system. All of the vehicles in our scheme must obtain this session secret when a new session start. The traffic information verification procedure is described as follows.

1) The MBV first generates a pseudonym to preserve the privacy. The MBV computes its pseudonym \( p_B \), and validity information \( V_{p_B} = H(UID)^{\gamma}, V_{p_B} = H(UID)^{sk} \cdot \gamma \).
2) The MBV broadcasts the \( TI \) with the pseudonym, the validity information, the reputation value, and signed reputation: \( p_B, V_{p_B}, R, \sigma_R \).
3) In case if a vehicle receives the \( TI \) and wants to check validity of pseudonym, it can be verified as follows:

\[ e(p_B, pk) \stackrel{?}{=} e(V_{p_B}, g) \]

4) And then the receiving vehicle first checks the reliability of the \( TI \) using the reputation value \( R \). If it is high enough, the vehicle can verify the validity of the reputation value as follows:

\[ e(pk^{ss_i'}, p_B^R) \stackrel{?}{=} \sigma_R^{\gamma \cdot \alpha} \]

5) If the equation is valid, then the vehicle accepts the message, otherwise it rejects that.

Note that the correctness of the equation in the procedure 3) can be described as follows. The left side of equation can be re-written as \( e(pk^{ss_i'}, H(UID)^{\gamma})^R \), which is same as right side.
D. Generation of Evaluation Messages

If a MEV who uses $p_V$ as a pseudonym wants to send feedback of a receiving information, the $p_V$ computes and sends an evaluation message to the RMS. The evaluation message can be computed as follows.

1) The MEV generates an evaluation message $e_v \in \{0, 1\}$, which represents only binary number for simplicity. The MEV sets $e_v = 1$ in case if the information was reliable, and $e_v = 0$ in case if the information was unreliable.

2) The MEV computes $H(p_B||e_v)$ for the integrity and sends $p_V, p_B, e_v, H(p_B||e_v)$ with its reputation value to the RMS.

3) The RMS checks validity of the evaluation message. The verification procedure is the same as that of the verifying a reputation value procedure. If it is valid, the RMS accepts the evaluation value, otherwise it rejects that.

In this procedure, the RMS accepts and stores the evaluation messages for the current session only and that can be verified by the session notification value. In addition, a repeated evaluation message will be determined easily due to the reputation value of MEVs.

E. Accumulating Evaluation Messages

After a session is completed, the RMS accumulates the evaluation messages. An important issue is knowing which entity has the role of accumulating the evaluation messages. If a vehicle performs the procedure, it is easy to forge the evaluation message and deny updates. On the other hand, if the RMS performs the procedure and sends it to every vehicles, it is hard to preserve the privacy of vehicles. To solve this problem, in our proposed scheme the RMS performs accumulating procedure and posts the result on the server. Then, vehicles connect to the server and obtain the evaluation result. The RMS can accumulate the evaluation messages as follows.

1) When an evaluation message from a vehicle $p_E$ is received by the RMS, the RMS can check validity of its pseudonym as follows: $e(p_E, pk) = e(V_{p_E}, g)$.

2) The RMS sorts the evaluation messages by $p_B$.

3) Then, the RMS accumulates the evaluation messages given for the pseudonym $p_B$: $M_{p_B} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} e_v$, where $n$ is the number of evaluation messages for the $p_B$.

4) The RMS picks $\alpha_{i+1} \in R \mathbb{G}$, generates a new secret $ss_{i+1}$ for next session, $ss_{i+1} = ss_i + \beta$, and computes $\sigma_M = e(g, p_B)^{M_{p_B} \cdot ss_{i+1}}$.

5) Finally, the RMS post $p_B, M_{p_B}, \beta, \sigma_M$ on the server.

In this procedure, the RMS must post an accumulated evaluation message for all vehicles even for the cases where no information is assigned.

A vehicle without a signature of a reputation value cannot pass the reputation verification process, therefore, we assume that all vehicles would send an evaluation message themselves. At the same time, we use this feature to revoke vehicles. In such a case, if a vehicle receives a very low evaluation, the RMS can revoke the vehicle by skipping its accumulation process.

F. Reputation Update

In our scheme, all vehicles are forced to update their reputation value by themselves. Otherwise, the session secret of the reputation verification message is not updated which consequently will result in the failure of the verification process from MEVs. In such a case, they have to search their accumulated evaluation message using a pseudonym they have.
used in the previous session. Once found, the MEV can update the reputation value as follows:

\[
R' = R + M_{PB}.
\]

\[
\sigma_{R'} = \sigma_R^{\gamma} \cdot \sigma_M
\]

\[
= e(g, H(UID)^{sk\cdot \gamma})^{ss_{i+1}} \cdot e(g, H(UID)^{sk\cdot \gamma})^{ss_{i+1} \cdot M_{PB}}
\]

\[
= e(g, H(UID)^{sk\cdot \gamma})^{ss_{i+1} \cdot (R + M_{PB})}
\]

\[
= e(g, H(UID)^{sk\cdot \gamma})^{ss_{i+1} \cdot R'}
\]

The RMS can rule out a vehicle that did not update its reputation value by issuing a new session notification value \(ss_{i+1}\), which was described in Section V.C. A new pseudonym for next session, the MBV picks a random secret \(\gamma' \in R \ G\) and computes \(H(UID)^{sk\cdot \gamma'}\). The new pseudonym \(p'_B\) will be \(H(UID)^{sk\cdot \gamma'}\).

VI. ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security and privacy of our scheme in the presence of adversaries and attacks as they were defined in Section III. III.

A. Anonymity

Claim 1: The pseudonym-based communication proposed in this paper provides anonymity.

Proof. Vehicles in our scheme generate and use a pseudonym as anonymous IDs. The pseudonym, which is represented as \(H(UID)^{sk\cdot \gamma}\), can be divided into two parts, where the first part is \(H(UID)^{sk}\) and second is a random number \(\gamma\).

To obtain any of two values, an attacker needs to solve a discrete logarithm which is well-known unsolvable polynomial time problem. Thus, it is very hard for attackers to obtain \(H(UID)^{sk}\) or random numbers associated with that pseudonym. In addition, assuming that the random numbers are uniformly and independently chosen from \(Z_q\), the value \(H(UID)^{sk}\) can be rewritten as \(g^{a \cdot sk}\), where \(g\) is a generator of \(G\), hence the \(g^{a \cdot sk}\) is another generator of \(G\). This guarantees that the pseudonyms that are represented as \(g_1, g_2, \ldots\) has polynomial-time indistinguishability under the DDHP. This means that the attackers cannot obtain a relation between the pseudonyms.

A vehicle in our scheme uses one pseudonym per session. If the time period of a session is short, our scheme can provide better privacy, but this creates an overhead for updating the reputation values at the RMS as well as on vehicles. On the other hand, a longer session provides a worse privacy. Therefore, our scheme has a tradeoff between privacy and efficiency and finding the most appropriate time period is critically important.

Claim 2: An attacker cannot reveal an identity of target vehicle from a set of pseudonyms.

Proof. To obtain an identity from communication channels, the best thing that an attacker can do is to obtain the \(E_{k_s}(UID)\) at the initialization phase, and cryptanalyzes it to get the \(UID\). Otherwise, the attacker should obtain \(H(UID)\) from a signature of reputation value, and obtain \(UID\) by cryptanalyzing it. We assume that the attacker has similar level of computing ability as a normal vehicle. Usually, the vehicle’s computation resource is not sufficient to cryptanalyze the symmetric encryption such as AES and one way hash functions. Therefore, it is computationally difficult to obtain an identity from pseudonyms or other messages.

B. Robustness against Reputation Value Fraud

Claim: The reputation value in our system is unforgeable.

Proof. The aim of this type of attack is improving the attackers reputation value which might have been devalued after sending unreliable information. To improve the reputation value, an attacker can engage in any of following strategies:

1) The attacker merges accumulated evaluation messages repeatedly at the reputation update phase. In this case, the reputation value may increase. However, this attack will fail at the verification process of the broadcasting traffic information phase due to the signature of reputation messages.

2) The attacker uses the reputation value of other vehicles. This attack will be blocked after a new session started. The attacker cannot obtain the \(UID\) or \(H(UID)\) of other vehicles, thus it will fail at the reputation update phase and discarded by receiving vehicles.

3) The attacker uses the accumulated evaluation value of other vehicles to improve its reputation value. Every signature of reputation value has \(H(UID)\) for other users to prevent attacks on the reputation value. Similar to the previous attempt, this attack will fail at the reputation update phase and discarded by receiving vehicles.

This ensures that our scheme has robustness against fraudulent and plausible reputation value attacks.

C. Robustness against Denial of Update

Claim: Our scheme can revoke an attacker who has avoided the reputation update procedure.

Proof. As the aforementioned revocation strategy, a reputation value which has not been updated cannot pass the verification process of the broadcasting traffic information phase. To pass the verification process, the attacker needs to forge the signature of reputation value, which is already verified in the previous proof. Hence, our scheme has robustness against denial of update attack.

D. Robustness against Reply Attack

Claim: The proposed scheme has robust against evaluation message reply attack, which is to improve the reputation value of an attacker.

Proof. In the proposed scheme, the procedure of sending evaluation messages also checks the reputation of the originating vehicle. A valid evaluation message which has passed the verification process should be stored at the RMS with
its reputation value. When the RMS performs sorting to accumulate the messages after a session is completed, the replied messages can be detected by the RMS. Also, it is possible that the RMS assigns a penalty to the violators.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a new reputation-based message reliability system which can preserve the privacy of vehicles in VANETs. In order to preserve vehicles privacy, we designed a cryptographic scheme in which the VNET vehicles use a pseudonym as anonymous ID and a new pseudonym for each of their sessions. To make an Unforgeable and undeniable system, we proposed a centralized server to manage the overall reputation system. For each session, the RMS issues a session notification value and to deny updating a reputation value, the session-based management makes an adversary difficult. Evaluation messages sent by MEVs is accumulated by the RMS which has the job of accumulating it to the evaluation message. The evaluation message is also used to update a vehicles reputation value. A vehicle that did not perform the update process cannot pass the reputation verification process, which means that our scheme can figure out an unauthorized vehicles access. In addition, we also proved our schemes robustness against plausible attacks while helping to determine whether a receiving message is reliable or not.
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